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KFSM-TV POLITICAL ADVERTISING DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
January 06, 2014 

The purpose of this Disclosure Statement is to make those parties who purchase 

political advertising and programming time fully aware of KFSM-TV’s political advertising 

policies and procedures.  

Orders for Political Time 

Orders for political time will not be considered firm until the appropriate 

certifications and purchase request forms (see attached) are completed, signed and 

delivered. Unless a candidate qualifies for credit, the candidate’s orders require net cash 

payment in advance of order start date.  The Station will evaluate candidates’ requests for 

credit on the same basis used to evaluate such requests from similarly situated commercial 

advertisers. 

 

 All political advertisers must provide complete information concerning the entity or 

individual who is paying for the advertisement, including the identity of its chief executive 

officers or members of its executive committee or board of directors.  Candidates must 

provide the name of the treasurer of their authorized committees. 
 

Lowest Unit Charge 

 
 During the 45 days preceding a primary or primary run-off election and the 60 days 

preceding a general or special election (the “Election Periods”) candidates are entitled to 

receive all discount privileges otherwise offered to commercial advertisers and are to be 

placed on a par with the most favored commercial advertiser of this station.  That is, during 

the Election Period, candidates will be charged the “lowest unit charge” (the “LUC”) for the 

same class and amount of time for the same period.  At times other than the Election 

Periods (the “Comparable Rate Period”); candidates may purchase time at rates comparable 

to those charged commercial advertisers.  

 

The lowest unit charge provisions apply only during Election Periods to legally 

qualified candidates for public office or their authorized campaign organizations for “uses” 

to promote their candidacy; they are not applicable to political action committees or to non-

candidate issue advertising.   At times other than the prescribed Election Periods, the rates 

charged candidates shall not exceed the charges made for comparable uses of the station by 

other advertisers.   

 In the event we determine after the fact that a candidate has been sold advertising 

at a rate higher than our lowest unit charge, we shall provide appropriate refunds or 

credits as promptly as possible. 

 

Federal Candidate Eligibility for Lowest Unit Charge and Certification 
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 To qualify for the station’s lowest unit charge (“LUC”), federal candidates, or their 

authorized committees, must certify in writing, at the time programming is purchased, that 

the programming does not refer to another candidate for the same office, or if the 

programming does refer to an opposing candidate, they must certify in writing that the 

programming meets the following requirements: 

 The end of the television broadcast must include, for a minimum of four seconds, a 

clearly identifiable photographic or similar image of the sponsoring candidate while 

simultaneously showing a clearly readable printed statement.  The printed statement must 

identify the candidate, state that the candidate approved the broadcast and that the 

candidate and/or the candidate’s authorized committee paid for the broadcast.  

 

Failure to provide and adhere to this certification means the candidate forfeits all 

rights to the lowest unit charge for all programming aired during the remainder of the 

Election Period.   

  

 

Proper Sponsor Identification  

  

All advertisements must state that the broadcast is “sponsored, or paid for by” the 

identified sponsor.  Those words may not be abbreviated in a visual identification on 

television.  All television ads must contain a visual identification in letters equal to or 

greater than four percent (4%) of the vertical picture height for a period of not less than 

four (4) seconds.   

 

A pre-airing submission of all ads is requested to permit the station to verify 

compliance with the identification requirements.  If the sponsorship identification is not 

done or does not meet minimum FCC requirements, the Station reserves the right to add 

appropriate sponsorship identification without adding time to the length of the spot. 

 
 

Type of Rates and Spots Offered by the Station 

 During Election Periods, KFSM-TV will sell all advertising time for "uses" 

authorized by legally qualified candidates for public office at its LUC for the particular 

class and amount of time purchased to run in a specific program, daypart or rotation in the 

same week.  Please note that in calculating the lowest unit charge, the station will take into 

account the rates for spots which are part of packages sold to commercial advertisers, and 

candidates who purchase time for use during the Election Periods do not need to purchase 

packages in order to gain the advantage of package pricing.  In the event we determine 

after the fact that a candidate has been sold advertising at a rate higher than our lowest 

unit charge, we shall provide appropriate refunds or credits as promptly as possible. 

 

Advertising Zones 

 

During most time periods, KFSM-TV offers advertisers three distinct ad zones to 

choose from in placing their spots.  Each ad zone is described below and coverage maps for 

each are attached to this document. 

 

1. Total Market Ad Zone 

Spots placed in this ad zone are aired throughout the Designated Market Area 

(DMA) and include our total signal coverage. 
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2. Fort Smith Ad Zone 

Spots placed in this ad zone are aired Over-The-Air, on Dish Network and on Cox 

Cable in Crawford, Sebastian & LeFLore counties.  The Fort Smith Ad Zone also 

airs on Allegiance Communications, Diamondnet and Arkwest Cable systems.  

 

3. Northwest Arkansas Ad Zone 

Spots placed in this Ad Zone are aired on the COX Communications cable head-

ends serving the northern portion of our Designated Market Area (DMA) in 

Washington and Benton County, Arkansas. The Northwest Arkansas Ad Zone 

also includes commercial insertion on Direct TV, AT&T Uverse and on Madison 

County Cable. 

 

Rate Classes 

 

All classes of advertising offered by KFSM-TV are available to all advertisers.   

KFSM-TV offers five different classes of spots as well as Run of Station (“ROS”) and Direct 

Response spots.   

 

Class 1 spots will not be preempted, except in the case of program change, technical 

failure, etc.  Class 1 spots are only available for the Total Market Ad Zone.   

 

Classes 2 through 5 are pre-emptible spots.  Among pre-emptible spots, Class 5 spots 

may be preempted, without notice, by spots in Classes 4, 3, 2, or 1.  Class 4 spots may be 

preempted, with 24 hours notice, by spots in Classes 3, 2, and 1.  Class 3 spots may be 

preempted, with 36 hours notice, by spots in Classes 2 and 1.  Spots in Class 2 may be 

preempted, with 48 hours notice, by spots in Class 1.   

 

If a candidate's pre-emptible spot is preempted, or if a Class 1 spot should not air for 

reasons beyond our control, such as a program change or technical difficulties, we will 

provide a makegood of equivalent value prior to the election unless the candidate requests a 

refund or credit instead, but we cannot assure that makegoods will be provided in the 

programs or dayparts originally ordered. 

 

Spots purchased to run at or near our current “Sell Levels," which is the class 

generally being quoted to advertisers and which we will always identify on request, are 

likely to run as ordered even if not Class 1.  An advertiser, however, may choose a less 

preemptible class to lower the risk of preemption (unless Sell Level is Class 1), or a more 

preemptible class carrying a higher risk of preemption (unless Sell Level is Class 5). 

 

Run of Station Spots 

 

 At various times, depending on availability, KFSM-TV sells Run of Station (“ROS”) 

spots.  These spots are scheduled over broad dayparts or rotations only as inventory 

permits.  Rates for ROS spots are available on request. 

 

 

Rate Schedule 

 

The attached rate schedule shows the rates for spots in Classes 1-5, in each case for 

the most commonly purchased programs, dayparts or rotations and the “Current Selling 
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Level”.  The attached schedule also shows the class of spot that is the current “Sell Level” 

offered in our Total Market Ad Zone, and in our Fort Smith & Northwest Arkansas Ad 

Zones.  These rates are subject to change in accordance with normal business practices.  We 

will provide updated rate schedules on request.   

 

Rates quoted for regular programming are for thirty (:30) second spots unless 

otherwise requested.  As noted below, different length spots are available at rates 

calculated as a percentage of the thirty (:30) second spot rate, rounded to the next highest 

five dollar increment to arrive at the exact rate: 

 

a)  :60-second spots are 200% of the :30-second rate 

b)  :15-second spots are 65% of the :30-second rate 

c)  :10-second spots are 50% of the :30-second rate 

 

Rates for special programs, such as special sports events and entertainment 

specials, are also available on request.  Rates for political programs will also be supplied on 

request.   

 

Likelihood of Pre-emption 

 

We will respond to inquiries at any time as to the risk of pre-emption we believe to 

be associated with each class of immediately pre-emptible spot at any given time between 

now and the election, but we emphasize that our responses can only be good faith 

estimates.  The actual class of spot needed to clear in any given week will be determined on 

the basis of market conditions, in accordance with normal business practices.  Upon request 

the Station will provide a good faith estimate with each class regarding the likelihood of 

preemption. 

 

The Station reserves the right to recapture spot time sold to a candidate to meet 

equal opportunities or reasonable access requirements of the Communications Act of 1934, 

as amended.  If spot time is recaptured by the Station, the candidate will be advised as soon 

as practicable and an appropriate refund will be issued. 

 

Political Broadcast Rates Outside Election Periods  

 

 During the Comparable Rate Period, advertising sold to legally qualified candidates 

for public office by KFSM-TV will be at charges comparable to the charges made to other 

advertisers for comparable advertising. 

 

 During the Comparable Rate Period, our policy, with respect to make-goods for 

preempted spots, is to use our best efforts to provide such make-goods at times acceptable 

to the advertiser involved.  To the extent inventory constraints prevent us from offering 

make-goods acceptable to the advertiser, the advertiser is not charged for any preempted 

spots. 

 

 

Facility Access 

 

Use of production facilities at KFSM-TV are permitted at reasonable rates during the work 

week, by appointment.  No weekend access will be permitted to production facilities or 

Station personnel. 
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General Policies 

 

1. The rate policies set forth above apply to political advertisements that are 

candidate authorized "uses", as defined by the rules and policies of the Federal 

Communications Commission.  

  

2. In accord with FCC rules and policies, KFSM-TV limits candidate 

advertisements in its local news programming to two ads per half-hour of News.  

Within these limits, KFSM-TV will ensure equal opportunities between 

opponents. 

 

3. Reasonable access to advertising on KFSM-TV will be provided to all federal 

candidates.  KFSM-TV reserves the right to limit the amount of advertising that 

will be sold to federal candidates on a week by week basis, based on the 

candidate’s needs, on the total or potential demand for advertising time by other 

candidates and by commercial advertisers, and on station inventory. 

 

4. KFSM-TV may further limit the advertising it sells to state and local candidates,  

and may not sell advertising for some state or local election races.  Please inquire 

as to any limitations that may apply to elections for each state and local office. 

 

5. KFSM-TV will not accept political advertising to run on Election Day, except as 

required by law to meet equal opportunities or reasonable access obligations. 

 

6. KFSM-TV does not guarantee separation of political advertising either for office 

or party.  We will, however, make reasonable efforts to provide such separation 

where possible. 

 

7. Candidates represented by advertising agencies will utilize the gross rates listed.  

Candidates whose schedules are placed directly to the station may deduct 15 

percent and pay the NET amount from the applicable rates ordered. 

 

8. All inquiries, requests for availabilities, rates, orders, etc. should be made to the 

General Sales Manager, the Local Sales Manager, or the National Sales 

Assistant. 

 

9. KFSM-TV will accept cancellations with 48 hours notice.  When possible Station 

will attempt to cancel spots in less time based on Log Schedule, but the station 

cannot guarantee that cancellations placed less than 48 hours before scheduled 

airing will be honored. 

 

10. KFSM-TV’s Political Public Files are located in the station’s lobby and are 

available for public inspection during regular business hours, Monday through 

Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
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KFSM-TV 

318 North 13th Street 

Fort Smith, AR  72901 

(479) 783-3131 

FAX (479) 783-3295 

 

 

 This Political Advertising Policy supersedes all previous policies and rate cards and 

is subject to change.  Candidates and their representatives are encouraged to contact the 

station on a weekly basis for current policy, rates and availabilities. 

 

 

 You are being furnished with two copies of this political disclosure statement.  

Please sign one copy where indicated below and return it to KFSM-TV. 

 

 

__________________________________ 

Name 

 

__________________________________ 

Title 

 

__________________________________ 

Agency / Committee 

 

__________________________________ 

Candidate Represented 

 

__________________________________ 

Date 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


